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SHI AND VMWARE: INNOVATION AT WORK
Building on a long history of close collaboration and a shared vision for how  

to best help customers achieve their business goals, SHI and VMware partner to 

deliver innovative, tailored solutions that make digital transformation possible. 

VMware delivers the cutting-edge technology that has become the industry  

standard. SHI integrates these technologies into broader customer outcomes  

and solutions through established proficiency in strategy, deployment,  integration, 

implementation, and management. 

This combination of technical prowess and astute guidance gives customers the 

roadmap and support they need to make sound IT decisions for the long term  

and grow their business through technology.
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Enterprises can dramatically improve data center performance and 

manageability by modernizing their data centers with VMware Cloud 

Foundation built on proven Intel® technology building blocks

INDUSTRY STRATEGIC CHALLENGES
The industry-wide shift to hybrid and multicloud infrastructures 

is accelerating for several compelling reasons. The hybrid model 

lets businesses scale quickly into the public cloud as needed while 

keeping certain strategic workloads on premises in a private cloud. 

More demanding loads, such as big data analytics, which are 

sensitive to CPU and memory I/O bottlenecks, may perform more 

efficiently on private cloud resources.1 On the other hand, cost-

effective storage may fare better in a public or divided-load hybrid 

model.2 Moreover, different public clouds may excel in different 

workload types, which is why multicloud is quickly becoming a key 

subset of hybrid strategies.

A recent survey of IT decision makers found that 85 percent of 

respondents reported hybrid cloud as their ideal IT operating 

model, citing security and flexibility as top priorities.3 Flexera’s 

2020 State of the Cloud Report revealed that “93 percent of 

enterprises have a multi-cloud strategy; 87 percent have a hybrid 

cloud strategy.”4 However, Flexera adds that, despite companies 

averaging more than two each of public and private clouds 

(which tend to have siloed applications), “only 33 percent of all 

participating organizations use multi-cloud management tools.”

Public cloud providers typically offer their own management tools. 

Some of these can be integrated with private management tools via 

an API, but often IT departments must juggle different management 

Solution Ingredients

• VMware vSphere with Kubernetes  

• VMware TKG Service for vSphere  

• VMware vSAN 

• VMware vRealize Suite 

• VMware NSX-T Data Center 

• VMware SDDC Manager 

• VMware HCX

Optimized for: 

•  2nd or 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon®  

Scalable processors

• Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory 

• Intel® Optane™ SSDs 

• Intel® 3D NAND SSDs 

• Intel® Ethernet products

85%  
of leaders say 

digital transformation 
has increased 
market share5
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platforms across multiple cloud services. This adds complexity 

and cost—in management hours and sometimes licensing—to the 

hybrid/multicloud solution.

Businesses adopting hybrid solutions need centralized, automated 

analysis of workloads and the ability to shift those workloads 

between clouds as dynamic factors dictate. Provisioning compute, 

memory and storage, and network resources should be automated, 

with a unified management interface and common feature set. 

Lifecycle management, including all the updates that go with 

it, becomes incrementally more difficult with each disparate 

cloud addition. Moreover, price-performance metrics should be 

perpetually examined so that applications, datasets, and services 

can be rebalanced across hybrid resources for maximum economic 

efficiency.

VMware Cloud Foundation addresses these challenges by providing 

a unified hybrid cloud platform that can accommodate multicloud 

deployments and integrate them into a single software-defined 

data center (SDDC) infrastructure. VMware Cloud Foundation 

delivers a single management plane for all workloads, OEM updates, 

and virtualized server resources under one hyperconverged 

infrastructure (HCI). Because VMware Cloud Foundation is built atop 

a range of Intel® compute, memory and storage, and networking 

technologies, the platform can help businesses address their many 

strategic cloud challenges and deploy a performant and highly 

manageable hybrid cloud solution that will scale easily over time.
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BUSINESS DRIVERS AND DESIRED OUTCOMES
Enterprises need an efficient approach to hybrid and multicloud 

operation. This depends on having a powerful platform that can 

manage many VMs and orchestrate many containers. Higher 

physical resource performance will yield greater platform efficiency, 

and may enable infrastructure consolidation, which can lead to 

lower total costs. Adopters of VMware Cloud Foundation can 

expect additional benefits:

•  Consistent foundation across compute, memory and storage, and 

networking to help enable optimal workload placement.

•  Simpler cross-cloud management to achieve optimized resource 

utilization, which can lead to fewer nodes, higher cluster density, 

and lower data center footprint, all of which can help reduce 

capital expenditures.

•  Easy scaling of workloads and infrastructure without 

overprovisioning, so applications consume only the needed 

amount of resources, leaving more resources for other tasks.

•  Greater deployment flexibility across both public and private 

clouds allows businesses to cost-optimize their cloud use, achieve 

high resilience, and avoid vendor lock-in.

•  Ability to run more container workloads on less hardware, again 

yielding lower total costs while improving IT agility.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND  
BUSINESS INNOVATION
Digital transformation focuses on the adoption of new, often-

automated technologies. In the context of hybrid cloud operation 

and management, digital transformation’s effectiveness directly 

relates to the hardware foundation

underlying the solution.

This VMware Cloud Foundation solution recommends Intel® Xeon® 

Scalable processors, Intel® Optane™ persistent memory (PMem), 

Intel® Optane™ and Intel® 3D NAND storage, and Intel® Ethernet 800 

Series network controllers.

The majority of IT leaders say that digital transformation increases 

profitability and market share.5 An infrastructure based on Intel 

technologies can help facilitate a successful digital transformation 

by enabling easier migration of applications and data between 

clouds, helping enterprises reach their hybrid cloud goals.

VMware Cloud Foundation
Cloud Automation and Operations

Any Cloud, Any App, Any Workload
Private, Hybrid, or Public Clouds, VMs, and Containers

Built on High-Performance Architecture Based on Intel! Technology

Compute
2nd Gen Intel! Xeon!
Scalable Processors

Memory
Intel! OptaneTM

Persistent Memory

Storage
Intel! OptaneTMSSDs
and 3D NAND SSDs

Networking
Intel! Ethernet

Adapters

Up to 3.5x greater
virtualization performance
based on 5-year refresh

Yield up to 36 percent greater VM density
and up to 25 percent lower cost per VM

Up to 2.5x higher IOPS and
lower latency for vSAN with

Intel! OptaneTMSSDs

Support 25/50/100GbE
connectivity with RDMA

6
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ENABLING TRANSFORMATION
With a single management interface and turnkey HCI solution, 

VMware Cloud Foundation, accompanied by Intel technologies, 

provides a fully capable platform that can administer all workloads 

concurrently across multiple public and private clouds. This end-

to-end solution can help deliver consistently high performance, 

efficient operations, streamlined management, and a reduced data 

center footprint. In particular, Intel Optane PMem and SSD products 

can radically extend and accelerate the data pools linked to 2nd 

and later generation Intel Xeon Scalable processors, enabling a 

fast, agile infrastructure ready for demanding enterprise workloads. 

Adding Intel Ethernet 800 Series adapters expands benefits by 

enhancing cluster communications, lowering latency by more 

than 45 percent, and boosting throughput more than 30 percent.9 

For enterprise SDDC work environments, this integration into a 

single architecture can protect IT investments while advancing 

performance, scalability, and management across a host of metrics.

Find the right solution for 

your organization. Contact 

your Intel representative or 

visit www.intel.com/vmware.

http://www.intel.com/vmware
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